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The decline in physical activity (PA) across adolescence is well established but influence of biological maturity on the process has been largely overlooked. This paper reviews the limited number of studies which examine the relationship between timing of biological maturity and PA. Results are generally inconsistent among studies. Other health-related behaviors are also considered in an effort to highlight the complexity of relationships between biological maturation and behavior and to provide future research directions.

Regular participation in physical activity (PA) has health, fitness and behavioral benefits for children and adolescents (87). Patterns of PA established in childhood and adolescence may track into the adult years, though relationships tend to be moderate (53,54). On the other hand, PA tends to decline, on average, over adolescence (1,3,16,39,61,76,91,92,96). The majority of studies are cross-sectional and the adolescent-associated decline approaches 50% in some studies. Adolescent-related changes in specific contexts of PA are less studied. Participation in organized sport does not decline during adolescence in the Amsterdam...
Longitudinal Growth and Health Study (96), while a sport score increases across adolescence in a cross-sectional sample of Portuguese youth (79). Correlates of the adolescent decline in PA are complex (77), but most discussions do not include biological variables except for the body mass index (BMI). Better understanding these factors and their interactions would help inform interventions and strategies aimed at increasing adolescent PA.

Physiological, psychological, social and behavioral changes characterize adolescence. The growth spurt in height, changes in body shape, proportions and composition, and sexual maturation (puberty) and attainment of reproductive capacity are most prominent (90). Sexual maturation also has important societal or cultural dimensions. Puberty usually starts with the breast development in girls and genital enlargement in boys, though there are considerable interindividual differences in the timing of these events (56). Earlier or later development of secondary sexual characteristics relative to age and sex peers may influence self-perceptions and intragroup dynamics. Earlier and later maturing youth are not in biological synchrony (off time compared with on time or average maturers) with peers. Differential timing of sexual maturation and the growth spurt relative to age and sex peers may be relevant to the decline in PA. Indeed, preliminary research suggests that the adolescent decline in PA may be more closely associated with biological age than chronological age (23,83,92).

The relationship between timing of biological maturity (early, average or late) and adolescent participation in PA has not been systematically evaluated. However, in the last two years (2007–2009), nine studies, limited largely to females and to North American and British youth, have addressed the topic (see below). This paper reviews the recent studies and also studies of other health-related behaviors (smoking, alcohol and drug use) and psychosocial development in an attempt to highlight the complexity of relationships between biological maturity and PA, an important health-related behavior.

**Biological Maturity and Health Behaviors: Two Hypotheses**

Two hypotheses regarding the relationship between the timing of biological maturity and health behaviors and/or psychosocial functioning are prominent in the literature. The hypotheses, however, have not been directly applied to PA which is a behavior.

The *stage termination hypothesis* or *early maturation hypothesis* posits that only early maturing adolescents are at particular risk for psychosocial problems and adoption of unhealthful behaviors (68). This hypothesis is based on the assumption that early maturation interrupts the regular course of behavioral development. Accordingly, early maturers have less time and are less prepared to resolve normal developmental tasks of adolescence. Further, based on their apparent physical maturity, early maturers might be pressured by adult and peer expectations that are not consistent with their cognitive and social-emotional development.

The *maturational deviance hypothesis* proposes that any deviation from the norm relative to chronological age peers (i.e., early or late maturation) heightens the risk for psychosocial problems (2). The hypothesis is based on the assumption that normative events that occur earlier or later than expected are stressful for the individuals. Accordingly, off time individuals are at risk because their physical development is incongruent with the peer group.
Presently available research generally supports the stage termination hypothesis, suggesting that early biological maturation is associated with poorer body image (35,63), negative initial reactions to puberty—convenience, ambivalence and confusion (75), and increased distress, anxiety, depression and psychosomatic symptoms (35,43,44,50). Among 178 U.S. girls, for example, sexual maturity at 11 years predicted lower psychological well-being at 13 years, including depression (I hate myself, I have difficulty sleeping), global self-worth (I am often disappointed with myself), and weight-related maturity fears (I don’t like changes in my body because they make me feel fat; 24). Early maturity is also linked with early substance abuse (25), alcohol abuse (20) and initiation of sexual behavior (14).

Corresponding literature for boys is limited and inconclusive. Although some research suggests greater vulnerability to psychological problems (66) and unhealthy behaviors (smoking; 86) in early maturing boys, other data indicate greater risk for psychological symptoms and psychosocial problems in late maturing boys (26,37). Consistent with the “deviance hypothesis,” both early and late maturation may be risk factors for negative consequences, such as higher rates of delinquency, in boys (100). In contrast, early maturing boys also show greater self-esteem, confidence, popularity and physical attractiveness compared with later-maturing boys (28,40–42).

Biological Maturity and Physical Activity

Since PA is a behavior, it is reasonable to assume that the timing of biological maturity is related to adolescent PA. Results of presently available research, however, are equivocal. Table 1 summarizes the findings from previous research and includes a calculated Cohen’s d statistic where possible. Cohen’s d (i.e., the difference between the groups means divided by the pooled standard deviation of the groups) is used to indicate the magnitude of the differences (i.e., effect size) in physical activity across extreme maturity groups. With regards to Cohen’s d, an effect size of 0.2–0.3 is considered a small effect, 0.5–0.8 a medium effect, and 0.8 and above a large effect (18).

No difference in self-reported PA was noted among 208 early, average and late maturing 11-year old girls (64), and change in maturity status over the 12 month period between 11 and 12 years (n = 150) was not associated with change in PA (49). No significant difference was observed in pedometer steps among 86 early, average and late maturing 13-to-14 year old girls (27) and breast development was not associated with accelerometer assessed daytime PA among a small group (n = 40) of Senegalese adolescent girls (although average maturing girls did participate in more PA during the night; 8). Likewise, participation in moderate-to-vigorous PA (MVPA; accelerometry) did not differ between early and late maturing girls 8-to-16 years (84) and 9-to-14 years (99). In a short-term longitudinal study (n = 2247), early maturing girls in grade 7 reported more time sedentary than late maturing girls (~11 years), but the maturity difference was not observed in grades 8, 9 and 10 (~12-to-16 years; 95). No association was found between maturity status and self-reported vigorous PA (VPA; 95). In contrast, early maturing 10-to-12 year old girls had significantly less pedometer steps per day than average and late maturing girls (27). The maturity difference persisted after controlling for leg length (individuals with longer legs cover the same distance with fewer steps), but
Table 1  Summary of the Methods Used in Research Examining the Relationship Between Biological Maturity and Physical Activity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Study Design</th>
<th>Maturity Indicator</th>
<th>PA assessment</th>
<th>Finding</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baker et al. 2007</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>♂</td>
<td>11, 13 yrs</td>
<td>Longitudinal (2 time points)</td>
<td>Blood estradiol, parental report using PDS</td>
<td>Accelerometer</td>
<td>EM at 11 years associated with ↓ MVPA (d=-.47) &amp; VPA (d=-.55) at 13 years, but not self-report PA at 11 years (d=.23)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benefice et al. 2001</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>♂</td>
<td>13,14,15 yrs</td>
<td>Longitudinal (3 time points)</td>
<td>Breast</td>
<td>Accelerometer</td>
<td>At 14 and 15 yrs only, AM associated with more accelerometer counts during the night (d=.56)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drenowatz et al. 2009</td>
<td>268</td>
<td>♂</td>
<td>10–12 yrs</td>
<td>Cross-sectional</td>
<td>Predicted APHV</td>
<td>Pedometer</td>
<td>EM associated with ↓ steps per day (d=.32) but the association was attenuated after controlling for BMI (d=.20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowles et al. 2009</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>♂</td>
<td>11,12 yrs</td>
<td>Longitudinal (2 time points)</td>
<td>PDS</td>
<td>Questionnaire</td>
<td>No association (d=-.26)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niven et al. 2007</td>
<td>208</td>
<td>♂</td>
<td>11 yrs</td>
<td>Cross-sectional</td>
<td>PDS</td>
<td>Questionnaire</td>
<td>No association (d=.23)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riddoch et al. 2004</td>
<td>5595</td>
<td>♂♀</td>
<td>11 yrs</td>
<td>Cross-sectional</td>
<td>Pubic hair and Breast Development (in girls only)</td>
<td>Accelerometer</td>
<td>Stage of pubertal development was inversely related to PA in girls and to a lesser extent in boys*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Romon et al. 2004</td>
<td>510</td>
<td>♂♀</td>
<td>8–18 y</td>
<td>Cross-sectional</td>
<td>Secondary sex characteristics**</td>
<td>Pedometer</td>
<td>EM associated with ↑ steps per day among boys; but the association disappeared when CA was controlled. No association among girls*.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(continued)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Study Design</th>
<th>Maturity Indicator</th>
<th>PA assessment</th>
<th>Finding</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sherar et al. 2009 (84)</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>♀</td>
<td>8–16 yrs</td>
<td>Cross-sectional</td>
<td>Predicted APHV, recalled age at menarche</td>
<td>Accelerometer</td>
<td>No association in elementary (EM vs LM d=−.32) and high school (EM vs LM d=−.36) students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>van Jaarsveld et al. 2007 (95)</td>
<td>5863</td>
<td>♂♀</td>
<td>11–12 yrs</td>
<td>Cross-sectional</td>
<td>PDS</td>
<td>Questionnaire</td>
<td>EM associated with ↑ sedentary behavior among boys (d=.11 vs. AM) and younger girls (grade 7 only).EM associated with ↑ VPA among boys (d=.14 vs AM; d=.15 vs LM). No association in girls VPA (EM vs AM d=.07; EM vs LM d=.05; AM vs LM d=.02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wickel &amp; Eisenmann, 2007 (98)</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>♂♀</td>
<td>13–14 yrs</td>
<td>Cross-sectional</td>
<td>Predicted APHV</td>
<td>Pedometer</td>
<td>No association in boys (d=.30) or girls (d=.43)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wickel et al. <em>In Press</em> (99)</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>♂♀</td>
<td>9–14 yrs</td>
<td>Cross-sectional</td>
<td>Predicted APHV</td>
<td>Accelerometer</td>
<td>No association in boys (d=.60) or girls (d=.44)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. CA = chronological age; EM, AM, LM= early, average and late matures; VPA = vigorous physical activity (PA); MVPA = moderate-to-vigorous PA; PDS= pubertal development. APHV = age at peak height velocity; d= Cohen d (effect size; d= 0.2–0.3 indicates a small effect, 0.5–0.8 indicates a medium effect, and >0.8 indicates a large effect (18). N.B. Where specific groups are not specified, Cohen d was calculated across more than one maturity group.* biological maturity assessed at 11 years and PA assessed at 13 years; ** = specific secondary sex characteristic measured is unknown *Effect size (cohen d) unavailable
disappeared after controlling for BMI (31). Early maturing girls also participated in less self-reported PA and accumulated fewer minutes of MVPA \((31 \pm 12 \text{ v. } 38 \pm 16 \text{ min/day})\) and VPA \((3 \pm 2 \text{ v. } 5 \pm 5 \text{ min/day})\) per day at 13 years than late maturing girls (4). Pubic hair and breast development (parental report) were inversely related (linear trend, \(p < .001\)) to PA (accelerometry) in 11 year old girls (71).

Corresponding data for boys are less extensive. Among 10-to-12 year old boys, pedometer steps/day were greater among prepubertal (mean = 10,509 steps/day) compared with postpubertal (mean = 8103 steps/day) boys (72). The authors did not specify pubertal criteria and did not control for CA. Age increased, on average, across pubertal groups so that differences in steps per day PA are likely age- and/or size- rather than maturity-related. In contrast, pedometer steps per day did not differ among early, average and late maturing boys 13-to-14 years of age (99). Self-reported PA was not related to pubertal development in boys 11-to-14 years of age (13) and was inversely related (linear trend, \(p < .119\)) to minutes spent in MVPA (accelerometry) in 11-year old boys (71). The latter relationship was not as strong as observed in girls of the same age (see above). In a longitudinal study spanning 5 years, early maturity was consistently associated with higher levels of self-reported VPA in a cohort of 2982 boys 11-to-12 years at baseline but also with more sedentary behavior compared with on time and late maturation (95).

**Why the Inconsistent Findings?**

Several factors may be related to the inconsistent results. These include the indicator used to assess biological maturity status and whether it is self-reported or clinically assessed; methods used to create the maturity groups; expected maturity homogeneity; small sample sizes; the impact of psychological and/or sociodemographic interacting/mediating factors; the independent impact of chronological age and/or grade at school on PA; and lastly, the measurement tool used to assess PA.

**Choice of Maturity Indicator.** All measures of biological maturity status have limitations (7,11). Skeletal age (SA) is the gold standard for assessing biological maturity since it can be assessed across childhood and adolescence in contrast to appearance of secondary sex characteristics and age at peak height velocity (APHV) which are limited to the interval of puberty and the growth spurt. A variety of maturity indicators have been used in the studies (see Table 1), including the pubertal development scale (PDS), recalled age at menarche, hormonal assays, APHV (predicted and directly estimated), and secondary sex characteristics. Though related, the indicators are not equivalent. Sexual, somatic and skeletal maturation occur at different times during adolescence although variation is reduced around the time of the maximal growth in height (56) The appearance of pubic hair is an early event whereas age at menarche is a late event in sexual maturation; they may not reflect the same underlying hormonal or physiological mechanisms (58,82).

Error in estimating biological age (timing) is a related issue. Recalled age at menarche has error associated with memory. Clinical and self-assessment of pubertal status show variation within and between observers and also between self and physician ratings (59). Self- or parental-reported secondary sex characteristics may have limited to poor validity. Moreover, when a youngster is observed in a study, he/she is in a particular stage of puberty; it is neither known when he/she attained this stage nor how long he/she has been in the stage.
It is possible that PA varies with maturity indicator. For example, initial appearance of secondary sex characteristics may be more closely related to disengagement from PA among girls than APHV and/or menarche, both of which are late events in puberty. The appearance of secondary sex characteristics, in particular breast development, may contribute to feelings of self-consciousness and perceptions of discomfort associated with participation in PA (88). It is also possible that hormonal changes and subsequent alterations in body composition which accompany the onset of puberty may be related to the decline in PA (99).

The timing of peak height velocity (PHV) may be more closely related to PA than other maturity indicators. Earlier APHV may positively influence PA behaviors due in part to the adolescent spurt in muscle mass and strength which occur after PHV (69). Early maturing boys, on average, have a larger muscle mass and greater muscular strength during the transition into the growth spurt and during the interval of maximum growth (56). The size and strength advantages provide a performance advantage in sport (the most visible form of PA) and may impact involvement in overall PA through athlete socialization and selection (22). Successful adolescent male athletes are generally early maturing (52,56,57,81). It is not certain whether the association between early maturation and sport success in adolescent males contributes to daily PA, but youth who participate in sports on a regular basis during adolescence have higher estimated daily PA and are more likely to participate in PA as young adults (6,45,89).

**Self-Reported Versus Independently Measured Biological Maturity.** Studies of the relationship between timing of biological maturity and PA have generally used more direct methods of assessing maturity status. In contrast, research investigating the relationship between maturity timing and other health related behaviors, such as substance abuse and delinquent behaviors, has generally used self-report measures such as the Pubertal Development Scale (67) or self-assessment of secondary sex characteristics. Individuals are asked to rate their level of pubertal development in relation to their peers, often on a five-point scale from “matured much earlier” to “matured the same time” to “matured much later”, or in relation to a set of established criteria presented in text and/or pictorial form. Thus, the individual’s perception of his/her pubertal timing/status rather than actual pubertal timing/status is being assessed (29,60). Actual and perceived timing probably overlap, but the two are distinct measures reflecting different biological and psychosocial processes (29). Two adolescents with the same assessed biological age might have perceptions of their pubertal timing relative to peers which differ markedly. Assessments are also influenced by the perceived pubertal status of peers.

Perceptions of pubertal timing relative to peers rather than actual pubertal timing may be associated with decreased PA during adolescence. Using such an approach, pubertal status was related to self-reported problem behaviors (substance abuse, disobeying parents, antisocial behavior) in 226 girls and boys 9-to-17 years of age, but the association disappeared when CA was controlled (33). When both CA and maturity status were controlled, the association between subjective maturity status and self-report behaviors persisted. The observations suggest that self-perceptions of maturity status may be more proximal to adolescent behavior than actual biological maturity or chronological age. Self-report measures of biological maturity status can be influenced by several extraneous factors including social desirability, awareness of maturity status of peers and ability to compare
their status relative to established criteria. Such factors probably influence how accurately an individual rates his/her maturity status. They may also contribute to the poor agreement between the PDS and clinical assessment (85). Caution is thus warranted in using the PDS as an objective measure of maturity (see (49) p. 9). Self-assessment secondary sex characteristics (comparing development to standardized photographs or schematic drawings), however, has an acceptable level of agreement with assessments of clinicians or trained-examiners in some (30,62), but not all (12,78) studies in normal weight children. This suggests that the PDS may be more influenced by self-perceptions of maturity than actual maturity, per se.

**Biological Maturity Categories.** Methods of classifying individuals as early, average (on time) or late vary. In general, most maturity indicators show a standard deviation of approximately one year (56). Historically, a skeletal age (SA) within plus or minus one year of CA was used to define average or on time status; SA in advance of CA by more than one year was indicative of early maturation and SA behind CA by more than one year was indicative of late maturation. A similar method has been applied to APHV. If APHV falls between 14.0 ± 1.0 yrs, a boy is classified as average in the timing. Boys with APHV <13.0 yrs and >15.0 yrs are classified, respectively, as early and late maturing. Corresponding cut-points for girls would be based on an average APHV of 12.0 ± 1.0 yrs; early and maturing girls attain PHV <11.0 yrs and >13.0 yrs, respectively. A SA band of three months has also been used to define early and late maturity (47). Three months, however, is within the range of error associated with assessments of SA and may mask real maturity differences (56).

In a large representative sample of children one would expect the majority to be average or on-time in maturity timing. In such samples, specific cut-points can be used to define maturity groups, e.g., early maturity in NHANES III was defined as the lowest quartile of menarcheal age (70). If a sample is not sufficiently large, numbers of early or late maturing youth may be too small for inferential statistics. Maturity categories based on an even split of the sample, such as tertiles or quartiles have thus been used (4,24,63,71,84,99). The method is attractive because it creates groups of the same size, but it is questionable whether the extreme groups are actually early and late maturing.

**Maturity Heterogeneity and Homogeneity.** Interindividual differences in biological maturity status among youth of the same CA and sex are considerable. Ages at PHV for individuals ranged from 9.3 to 15.0 yrs and 10.3–13.2 yrs in Swiss and British girls, and from 12.0 to 15.8 yrs and 11.9–16.2 yrs among Swiss and British boys, respectively (56). On the other hand, variation in breast, genital or pubic hair and in SA at the time PHV is reduced considerably (56). Although this wide variation in the age of attaining pubertal milestones varies considerably between adolescents, it is not an even distribution. In fact within a sample of adolescents, the majority will be average maturing. For example, 97% of a cross-sectional sample (n = 101) of elementary school girls predicted APHV fell within the range of 11.0 to 12.0 yrs (84).

**Sampling.** Maturity-related observations for other adolescent behaviors tend to be more consistent, but sample sizes tend to be larger. For example, in a sample of 36,549 boys and girls 14-to-16 years, pubertal timing was associated with emotional and behavioral problems (43). Such sample sizes are rarely seen in pediatric PA research, especially in studies examining relationships between biological maturity and PA. Sample sizes are reduced given the time and expense required to use
objective measures of PA (accelerometers, pedometers). The small (d = 0.2–0.3) and medium (d = 0.5–0.8) effect sizes seen among some of the pedometer and accelerometer studies that found no significant difference in PA between maturity groups (e.g., (84,98,99)) suggests that inadequate power could have contributed to the nonsignificant findings (see Table 1). It is likely that larger samples are needed to accurately evaluate associations between maturity status and PA. Conversely, purposeful samples of the extremes of maturity status may be required.

**Ethnicity.** A factor not ordinarily considered in the PA literature is ethnic variation in timing. American Black girls, for example, attain menarche, on average, earlier than American White girls. There is similar variation in SA and APHV (56).

Individuals are embedded in cultural and social contexts which influence perceptions and values and interact dynamically with the timing and tempo of biological changes during puberty. Ethnic variation in perception of puberty and PA merits concern. The developmental pattern of self-esteem differs between American Black and American White girls (15). Global self-worth declines in White girls but is stable in Black girls from 9-to-14 years. Adjusting for stage of sexual maturity, BMI (higher in Black girls) and household income (lower in Black girls) did not alter the trends. Further, as BMI increased, scores for perceived physical appearance and perceived social acceptance decreased, more so in White than in Black girls (15). Implications of these observations for patterns of PA during adolescence require further investigation.

**Mediating/Interacting Factors.** The inconsistent findings on the relationship between maturity timing and PA may reflect interactions with other factors that increase risk for inactivity. Given variability in PA within samples not all early maturing youth become inactive. Similarly, rather than early maturity creating depression, it may accentuate preexisting behavioral problems (17). This possibility is consistent with the diathesis-stress perspective that preexisting individual differences interact with the pubertal transition such that some adolescents develop depression while others do not (36). Low self-esteem in girls who mature early and in boys who mature late predicts depression in late adolescence (34,38,67). In the context of PA, there may be individual characteristics that differentiate early maturing adolescents who become inactive from those who do not. Hence, girls who participate in high levels of PA in preadolescence may be buffered from the possible influence of early maturation on activity habits. Likewise, early maturing girls and late maturing boys with low self-esteem may be more likely to disengage from PA during adolescence. Among 11 year old girls, social physique anxiety was greater in the more mature compared with less mature peers (63). Moreover, social physique anxiety contributed to low levels of PA only among girls who were motivated to be active primarily for body-related reasons. Although relationships of biological maturity status to PA, social physique anxiety and motives to be active were not considered, the results highlight the complexities of possible relationships. It is likely that disengagement from PA during adolescence is associated with a variety of behavioral, social and biological factors interacting with timing of maturation. Individual differences in tempo of maturation are additional factors. Tempo refers to the rate at which the individual progresses through puberty and the growth spurt (56). These conjectures require further research.

Physical characteristics associated with variation in maturity status may have significant social stimulus value for peers, parents, educators and coaches, and
may influence involvement in PA through socialization and/or selection (23). Body size of adolescent female gymnasts, for example, is associated with perceptions of supportive, instructive and punitive behaviors from coaches (22). Other factors contributing to variation in PA include the demands of specific activities and activity contexts, and cultural ideals regarding PA and progress toward adulthood/maturity. Research to date has not simultaneously considered cultural contextual variables and timing of biological maturity in studies of adolescent PA. This requires a biocultural approach (55); PA should not be studied exclusively from cultural or biological perspectives.

Cigarette and alcohol involvement is related to the timing of biological maturity among 11-to-14 year old girls and boys and social context mediated most associations (32). The association for cigarette use was mediated by family context, specifically, early maturing youth with less authoritative parents smoked more cigarettes. Parental support of PA may thus buffer the potentially negative effect of early maturation. Biological maturity may also differentially affect PA depending on social context, for example, family socioeconomic/sociodemographic status. For a more complete understanding of PA, it is essential to consider interactions between psychological and social factors and biological maturity.

Chronological Age Matters!

Chronological age (CA) independently influences the relationship between biological maturation and PA. Grade in school is often used as a proxy for CA even though CA can vary considerably within a grade. It is possible that age and grade may exert a stronger influence than biological maturity on PA behaviors. Among 8-to-15 year old girls, level of PA was related to grade in school—as grade increased, PA decreased, while biological maturity status was not related to PA (84). Barriers to PA were also more closely related to grade. Among a sample of adolescents, grade groups may exert a greater influence on PA behaviors than variation in biological maturity status. A related factor is the social structure of a grade or school which may influence adolescent behaviors (21).

**Self-Reported Versus Objectively Assessed Physical Activity.** Subjective and objective methods have been used to assess PA—questionnaires, direct observation and electronic movement sensors. Recent studies exploring the relationship between timing of biological maturity and PA are based on self-report (13,64,95), pedometers (27,98) and accelerometers (4,71,84,99). The advantages, disadvantages and implications of different PA assessment tools are beyond the scope of this discussion (19,74,80,97). Choice of PA assessment tool will likely impact results and may contribute to inconsistencies in findings. It is generally believed, for example, that self-report PA is influenced by the social desirability of reporting particular behaviors. Individuals tend to overestimate PA and underestimate sedentary pursuits such as watching television (80). Social desirability is associated with the BMI among 8-to-10 year old American Black girls (48). Early maturing girls are generally heavier and have greater percentage body fat than late maturing girls of the same CA during adolescence (56). Thus it may be that early maturing girls are more prone to social desirability and over-reporting of PA than late maturing peers. Unfortunately, the relationship between biological maturity status and social desirability is not established.
Although objective monitoring of PA is more accurate, it does not provide information on context, the activities per se which influence enjoyment, psychosocial outcomes and persistence. Cost and administrative time for objective assessments limit sample sizes.

The lack of consistent results in the previous studies may be explained by the varied techniques used to assess physical activity. Virtually all published studies to date have used aggregate physical activity variables, such as total energy expenditure via self-report questionnaire, or accelerometer measurements of minutes of MVPA. Advanced data-reduction software now enables more detailed information on physical activity and inactivity behaviors to be derived from accelerometer counts and, thus, allows movement frequency, intensity, and duration to be investigated more comprehensively. For example, information can be provided on the minutes spent in sedentary, light, moderate and vigorous physical activity. Furthermore, information on when the activity is accumulated can also be provided, for example weekend and weekday activity and physical activity during the daily commute to and from school. Benefice et al. (8) found that within a sample of Senegalese adolescent girls, midpubertal girls (average maturing) were more active during the night, but not during the day; thus, highlight the importance of studying physical activity at higher resolution.

Does Physical Activity Have a Biological Basis?

Habitual PA is a complex behavioral phenotype determined by the interaction of biological and psychosocial factors and the physical environment (55). Puberty and the growth spurt are dynamic biological processes that interact with each other and also with adolescent behavioral development. Physical activity is a behavior and as such is involved in the dynamic interactions. The biological basis of PA (51,73,93) and potential biological correlates of PA associated with sexual maturation and the growth spurt require more attention.

Rowland (73) was perhaps the first to argue for an inherent control/regulatory center for PA within the central nervous system; the hypothesized center was labeled the ‘activity-stat’. The logic and evidence for an activity-stat were as follows. Early starvation impacts basal metabolic rate; the temporal change in PA with age parallels changes in resting metabolic rate; experimental central nervous system lesions and pharmacological interventions in animals; pharmacological treatment of children with attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD); and evidence for genotypic contributions to habitual PA suggest a centrally controlled mechanism. The age-related decline in PA during adolescence seemingly occurs in all mammals. The decline in PA during adolescence and potential maturity-associated variation may be related to the cascade of neuroendocrine changes that trigger the onset of puberty and growth spurt and attainment of sexual maturity (56,90).

Rationale for careful study of maturity-associated variation in PA either cross-sectionally or longitudinally is implicit in the underlying neuroendocrine processes that trigger and modulate adolescent growth and sexual maturation. Maturation of the hypothalamic-pituitary-gonadal axis mediates the release of gonadotropins. Subsequent neural reorganization and rapid changes in maturity status and in body size and composition may directly or indirectly influence PA.

As noted among early adolescent girls (10.3 yrs), early maturing girls show lower PA than average (on time) or late maturing peers (27). The results were
significant when variation in leg length was statistically controlled. This is relevant because the growth spurt in leg length precedes that in height. However, when BMI was controlled, PA differences by maturity group were no longer significant suggesting that body mass per se and/or fatness influences PA in early maturing girls. Although a potential role for psychosocial influences cannot be dismissed, it is important to consider the possible role of biological factors. Many biomarkers that may influence energy expenditure have been identified (65,93,94). Some of the biomarkers may be a product of adipose tissue metabolism (leptin) or may be indirectly involved in the accumulation of adiposity and energy regulation including PA. Longitudinal research is needed to gain insights into the role of neuroendocrine maturation and associated changes in biomarkers during puberty and their potential influence on the hypothesized ‘activity-stat’.

**Conclusions**

Findings are inconsistent among studies which examine the relationship between biological maturity and PA, and associations, when noted, are generally low. There are major analytical and methodological limitations in the existing research evaluating the relationship between the timing of biological maturation and adolescent participation in PA. Data are limited by small sample sizes, lack of consideration of interacting and/or mediating influences, and quality of assessments of maturity and PA. Furthermore, associations do not permit causal interpretation. Future research needs to adopt a more sophisticated study design and analytical approach (such as structured equation modeling) to unravel underlying mechanisms that have an impact on PA-behavior. Hopefully, this overview of available data and associated problems will encourage others to pursue this dimension of adolescence and provide a better understanding of the potential role biological maturation, more specifically its timing, in adolescent PA.

**Future Directions**

1. Future research should adopt a ‘biocultural perspective’ (55), considering the interaction of timing of biological maturity and psychological and social contexts as they relate to adolescent PA. If associations are identified, the research may help to generate conceptual models for the interaction between biological maturation and PA. A logical sequel would be the design of interventions to alter contexts and thereby decrease possible negative impacts of variation in the timing of biological maturity.

2. There is a need to clarify whether the actual or perceived timing of biological maturation reflect different biological and psychosocial processes which may or may not differentially impact PA. It would be useful to systematically study the discordance between subjective, self-reported indicators and objective assessments of maturity status, and their association with PA.

3. Selectively sampling boys and girls at the extremes of the maturity continuum within single CA groups may provide insights into potential associations. The meaning of early or late maturation to 11 and 14 year olds is likely quite different. Examination of PA in extreme groups may shed more light on the impact of maturity timing on PA. Tracking of these individuals from early
adolescence through adolescence and into young adulthood would add to understanding PA trajectories among youth and how they relate to adolescent and young adult health.

4. Associations among social desirability, monitored and self-reported PA, and biological maturation need careful evaluation to clarify social desirability as a potential confounder to observed relationships between self-reported PA and maturity status.

5. The adolescent growth spurt and sexual maturation are highly individualized biologically and behaviorally. Cross-sectional and longitudinal studies are needed to better understand the underlying neuroendocrine processes and biomarkers and their influence on the hypothesized ‘activity-stat’.

6. Within a group of children of the same chronological age there are likely to be children who have advantages in physical fitness tests due largely to variation in maturity status (9,10,46). Studies have shown that physical fitness is related to PA in adolescents but correlations are generally low to moderate (5). There is a need for creative research designs, both cross-sectional and longitudinal, to inform our understanding of relationships among biological maturity, physical fitness and PA during the transition into adolescence and during adolescence per se.
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